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ABSTRACT
Background: Nurses' knowledge of pharmacological principles has a great importance in the prevention of adverse drug reactions,
including food-drug interactions.
Objectives: This study aimed to determine the effect of applying virtual training for nurses on food-drug interaction status in the
cardiac care unit patients.
Materials and Methods: This quasi-experimental study was performed on nurses in CCUs at two (Seyed Al-Shohada and Taleghani
University Hospitals). Hospitals were randomly divided into two control and intervention hospital and nurses were selected through
purposive sampling from each hospital. In the first month of the study, the nutritional status and patients’ medicines were recorded
in the researcher-made questionnaire in the morning, afternoon and night shifts at both the hospital. In the second month, a virtual
training network was launched about FDIs and ways to prevent it for CCU nurses in the intervention hospital. In the third month,
again nutritional status of patients and received medications were recorded in the questionnaire in all three shifts at both the
hospital. Data were analyzed using descriptive and inferential statistics by SPSS statistical software, version 15.
Results: While the results indicated the number of FDIs was reduced after virtual training in the intervention group, the chi-square
test also showed a statistically significant difference between before and after intervention.
Conclusion: The new training technologies such as virtual training have a great importance in promoting nurses' knowledge and
practice in the field of prevention of ADRs including FDIs.

Key words: Virtual training, Adverse drug reactions, Food-drug interaction, Nurses.

1. INTRODUCTION
Medication management process is a major portion of nurses' duties that plays a prominent role in patients’ safety (Kelly, 2007). This
requires a strong scientific background, decision-making skills and careful attention to the pharmaceutical laws (Dokoohaki, 2008).
Many medicines potentially contain some elements that can interact with the human body (Anderson, 2012). An interaction is a
condition in which an element leads to increase or decrease the actions of a drug or produce a new effect of that drug (Bushra,
2011). Drug- drug interactions is the mainly discussion related to drug interactions, but the role of food-drug interactions (FDIs) is
also very important. Since medication management is one of the main tasks of a nurse, a valid knowledge on pharmaceutical laws
and prevention of drug interaction like FDIs should be considered important in nursing training (Chan, 2013;Moradi, 2016). Food-
drug interactions can happen due to misuse of drugs or lack of awareness of drug ingredients and unexpectedly lead to increase or
decrease of drug effect (Bushra, 2011;Lopes, 2010). Nurses' pharmacology knowledge and performance has a great role in the
prevention of adverse drug reactions including FDIs through continuous monitoring and patient education among high-risk
populations with high-risk diet (Genser, 2008). But studies showed that nurses' pharmacological knowledge and practice are
insufficient and in this case they need to efficient and effective training practices (khajeali, 2014;Moradi, 2016). In recent years, the
use of new technologies has provided new training practices. Using these technologies has changed the traditional learning to the
virtual learning (Bernard, 2000). At the moment, the virtual learning is part of the long-term plans and great investments for many
educational centers (Lin, 2010). Researches showed that virtual training led to increase 25% learning as compared to the traditional
learning (Karaksha, 2013;Moradi, 2010). Using this training has been reduced all the restrictions of the traditional classroom and can
also lead to effective outcomes while it has been used without leaving from work and any payment (Karaksha, 2013;Moradi, 2010).

In order to avoid drug interactions, nurses should as far as is necessary to teach awareness about FDIs for patients. Generally,
patients should be aware on interactions risk of their medicines with dietary. Food can change the rate of medicine absorption into
the body (Abbasi Nazari, 2011). One study found that 49 percent of taken drugs at the time of meals have the potential for
interactions (Anderson, 2012). According to this finding, nurses training seem essential to prevent FDIs. Due to the nursing shortage
at health care centers and also their lack of time to participate in workshops, virtual education has particular importance.

2. OBJECTIVES
This paper aimed to study the effect of applying virtual training for nurses on food-drug interaction status in the cardiac care unit
patients.
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1. Study Design and Participants
This quasi-experimental study was performed by purposive sampling method in the CCUs at two hospitals in Urmia University of
medical sciences, Iran, in 2015. Hospitals were randomly divided into two groups of intervention and control.

3.2. Instruments
Observation and take notes of patient's list of medications and eaten foods.

3.3. Procedures
In the first month of the study, medicines and nutritional status of hospitalized patients in CCUs at both the hospital were recorded
in the researcher- made questionnaire by two observers in the morning, afternoon and night shifts.

An educational website was designed with electronic address of www.fdig.ir and introduced for CCU nurses in intervention
hospital. Nurses in intervention hospital could enter to our research website only using the user name and password in order to
prevent the release of information between the two hospitals. In the second month, a virtual training network was launched about
FDIs and ways to prevent it for CCU nurses in the intervention hospital under the supervision of clinical pharmacologist. Training
certificate from the Urmia University of medical sciences was granted to nurses who had used more than ten hours from the training
site. In the third month of the study, again patients’ medications and nutritional status were recorded in the questionnaire in all
three shifts at both the hospital by two observers. All collected data from researcher- made questionnaire examined by four
researchers and FDIs was specified. At the end, again all data were examined in order to review and final approval by a clinical
pharmacist.

3.4. Ethical Considerations
Our research approved by the ethics committee of (Urmia University of Medical Sciences) with code No. 1394.209. After explaining
the study protocol and objective, informed consent was obtained from all participants (nurses and patients) in CCUs at both
hospitals.

3.5. Data Analysis
SPSS 15 software was used to analyze data where statistical descriptive and analytic tests like mean ± SD and χ2 test were applied.
P<0.05 was considered as the significant level of differences.

4. RESULTS
The results of the study showed that there was no significant difference among nurses working in CCU at the both hospitals in terms
of age, gender, education and work experience. Food-drug interactions was observed in intervention hospital 44 cases of FDIs in 53
hospitalized patients in CCU and in Taleghani hospital in 47 cases of FDIs in 49 hospitalized patients, before intervention during the
first one month of monitoring. After the implementation of virtual training courses for CCU nurses in intervention hospital, FDIs were
reported 35 cases from 57 patients in intervention hospital and 66 cases from 61 patients in the control hospital during one month
monitoring. In order to evaluate differences between two groups before and after intervention χ2 test was used. According to χ2
test significant differences was observed between the intervention and control groups (Table 1).

Table 1 Compare the prevalence of FDIs

After interventionBefore intervention
3544Seyed Al-Shohada
6647Taleghani

0.020/91P-value

Tables 2 to 5 show the number and type of FDIs among CCU patients before and after intervention of virtual education at both
the hospital. According to the tables, the most FDIs were realized with Captopril pill, Metoral tablet, Heparin (injection). The most
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common time for FDIs from consumption of Metoral tablets were in the morning and with cheese but about Captopril pills were
observed in the evening with consumption of orange and bananas.

Table 2 The prevalence & type of FDIs before intervention among CCU patients at Seyed Al-Shohada hospital

Drug Food No. Total Total FDIs

Captopril
Fish 3

14

44

Banana 4
Orange 5

Vegetable soup 2

Heparin
Chicken 5

10Lettuce salad 3
Cucumbers 2

Aldacetone Orange juice 1 1
Acetaminophen Banana 2 2
Metoral Banana 3

12Cheese 9
Carvedilol Orange juice 2 2
Aspirin Tea 3 3

Table 3 The prevalence & type of FDIs after intervention among CCU patients at Seyed Al-Shohada hospital

Drug Food No. Total Total FDIs

Captopril

Fish 1

8

35

Banana 2
Orange 3

Vegetable soup 2

Heparin
Chicken 2

5Lettuce salad 1
Cucumbers 2

Atorvastatin Orange juice 2
3Acetaminophen Banana 1

Metoral Banana 4 6
Cheese 2

Carvedilol Orange juice 2 2
Warfarin Chicken 2 2
Losartan Chicken 1 1

Osvix Milk 3 3
Aspirin Tea 5 5

Table 4 The prevalence & type of FDIs before intervention among CCU patients at Taleghani hospital

Drug Food No. Total Total FDIs

Captopril

Fish 2

14
Banana 4
Orange 5
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Vegetable soup 3

47

Heparin
Lettuce salad 4

9Chicken 2

Cucumbers 3
Enoxaparin Orange juice 2 2
Acetaminophen Salad 3 3
Metoral Banana 6 14

Cheese 8
Carvedilol Orange juice 1 1
Aspirin Tea 4 4

Table 5 The prevalence & type of FDIs after intervention among CCU patients at Taleghani hospital

Drug Food No. Total Total FDIs

Captopril

Fish 4

22

66

Banana 7
Orange 5
Vegetable soup 6

Heparin
Lettuce salad 6

17Chicken 3

Cucumbers 3
Metoral Banana 10 18

Cheese 8
Carvedilol Orange juice 4 4
Aspirin Tea 5 5

5. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
Before and after intervention, the most observed FDIs were related to Captopril, Metoral and Heparin among 220 CCU patients at
both the hospital. Captopril is an angiotensin-converting-enzyme inhibitor (ACE inhibitor) and is used to control blood pressure in
patients with hypertension (Mercier, 2014). The ACE inhibitors increase serum potassium value by reduction the activity of the renin-
angiotensin-aldosterone (Molnar, 2014). So, monitor the potassium level is required in patients who receive Captopril. Our results
show that this important issue has been overlooked for patients who received captopril why so fish, banana, orange and vegetable
soup are potassium rich foods.

Metoral is a drug from beta-blockers group. These drugs can also increase serum potassium. When taking these drugs, diet
containing potassium must be avoided, such as bananas, fruit juice, avocado, tomatoes, potatoes, roast chicken and meat. Also the
consumption of some foods which been contain sodium- such as cheese- must be avoided with taking Metoral, because they will
reduce Metoral's effect in the body (Jáuregui-Garrido, 2012). Our results have shown that the most FDIs with Metoral taking were at
the time of bananas consumption in the evening and with cheese in the morning.

Heparin is an anticoagulant drug. The consumption of foods that are high in vitamin K cause thicken blood and increase clotting
ability, so increases the need for heparin (Bushra, 2011). It is important that, vitamin K intake needs is be monitored during heparin
use. In this study, consumption of cucumbers with heparin could cause FDIs. Cucumbers peel and leafy vegetables are rich in vitamin
K that interferes with heparin (Bushra, 2011). Nurses must apprise that heparin patients, as much as possible, consume cucumber
without peel and also give the necessary warning on the consumption of leafy salad vegetables with heparin taking. Also, some
foods with high amounts of vitamin E can prolong clotting time and cause the bleeding. Chicken, meat, fish contains high levels of
vitamin E, therefore increased consumption leads to an increase in this vitamin and accelerate the bleeding (Interactions, 2013).

In this study, a statistically significant difference was not observed in the number of FDIs in both the hospital before the
intervention. After the intervention by virtual training, FDIs were decreased in the intervention hospital and were increased in the
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control hospital compared to the initial number. There are few studies on the effect of interventions by nursing education in the
prevention or reduction of FDIs. One study showed a statistically significant reduction in FDIs in hospitalized patients via educational
lectures by the pharmacist and providing educational pamphlets (Abbasi Nazari, 2011). The results of another study showed that by
educational interventions on nursing can be reduced interactions between Fluoroquinolones and Tetracyclines with polyvalent-
action supplements by more than 10 percent (DePestel, 2007). In the study mentioned, retrospective review of patient records was
the pre-intervention process. All these findings are in line with our study that nurses training are effective in reducing of FDIs. But
the superiority of our study to the above studies is the presence of control group. In the present study, FDIs were compared in CCU
patients of two hospitals before and after intervention by virtual education for nursing within the group and between groups. In this
study, direct observation of patients before and after intervention is also another advantage to retrospective review of patient
records in other studies. Promoting nurses' pharmacological knowledge and practice by new training technologies such as virtual
training have a great importance in preventing drug interactions, including FDIs. In addition, the virtual training allows accessing to
the information in anytime, without leaving from work and any payment for present in the traditional classroom.
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